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ABSTRACT
　　What　is　commonly　temed　the　NIMBY　syndrome　is　a　complex
psychological　process　of　risk　perception　and　anticipation，　ut遡ity　value
judgment，　and　tlle　apProach－avoidance　or　the　reward－punis㎞e飢stim－
ulus　f（）㎜ation　or　learning．　The　first　s㏄tion　of　the　present　paper　briefiy
discusses　these　psychological　aspectS　of　the　NIMBY　reactions．　Major
results　obtained　from　sur▼eys　conducted　in　Europe　on　the　NIMBY
syndrome　against　Wind　power　wiil　also　be　shown．　Tlle　s㏄ond　s㏄tio！10f
this　paper　deals　with　the　issues　related　to　risk　perception　and　communi－
cation．　Importance　of　factors　ass㏄iated　with　risk－belle且t　trade－off　is
discussed，　taking　examples　from　r㏄ent　empirical　studies．　In　addition，
on　the　basis　of　both　the　theoretical　model　of　communicat量on　a駐d　the
result　obtained　from　a　nulnber　of　empirical　research，　a　rational　risk
communication　strategy　is　recommended　for　improving　risk　communi－
cations．　Lastly，量n　order　to　illustrate　tlle‘‘reward”factors　in　risk／bene丘t
tradeく）ffs　detans　of　institutional　afrangements　are　sllown　in　relation　to
the　siting　of　power　plants　in　Japan。　It　is　concluded　that　public　accept－
ance　of　the　siting　of　power　p㎞nts　is　susceptible　to　a　number　of
psychological　factors．　Botll　in　dsk　commullicatioll　processes　and　i丑
institutiona1　arrangements，　tlle　thfee　most　important　variables　s㏄m　to
be　the　openness　and　transparency　of　information，　the　Ireople’s　partici－
pation　and　cornmitment　in　d㏄is孟on　pr㏄esses，　and　the　fespect　fbr
dem㏄ratic　principles．
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1．INTRODUCnON：PSYCHOLOGICAL　BASES
FOR　THE　NIMBY　SYNDROME
1。1．　Psycholegica1　Theories　of　Approaching▼8．　A▼oid飢ce　Beha▼iors
　　Animal　and　human　bellavior　generally　illvolves　both　approaching
and　avoidallce　response　situatiolls．　Arrow（1963），　fbr　example，　intro－
duced　a　notion　of‘‘nagative　and　positive　utilitiesy”that　corresponds　to
the　directions　of　apProach三ng　and　avoida凱ce　response．　He　posited　that，
in　most　stimulus－response　conditions，　there　is　some　available　alternative
of　complete　inaction　wllic111nay　be　ascribed　a‘‘zefo　utilitゾ’．　Then，
‘‘
垂盾唐奄狽奄魔?@utihties，’correspond　to　apProach，’situations，　and‘‘negative
utihties’，　to　avoidance　situations．　Tllus，　a　pleasurable　stimulus（e．　g、，
any　st㎞ulus　event　that　arouses　a　pleasant　fヒehng　in　persons　and
a1血nals，　such　as　food）　elicits　an　apProaching　behavior，　while　an　un噂
Pleasant　one　（e．9．，　any　stimulus　event　that　arouses　a聡　unpleasant
feeliug　in　persons　a鍛d　animals，　such　as　e1㏄tric　sh㏄k）　elicits　an
avoidance　behavior．　In　this　connection，　the　hterature　aboundS㎞the
area　of　psychology　of　leaming．　l
　　In　modem　s㏄iety，　a　number　of　artifacts　have　fallen　into　ohlects　of
the“Noレ韮かMy－Back－Yard”（or　s孟mply，　NIMBY）sy雌drome；e．　g．，
且ew　highways，　bridge8，　tu1皿els，　airports，　high・rises，　hospitals，　schools，
or　lluclear　powcr　plants　and　other　energy　generatillg　pla飢s．　All　these
face　resistance　at　the　10cal　community　level，舳ough　they　have　both
pos孟tive　a且d　negative　utihty　va1腿es。　PsychologicaUy，　the　NIMBY　syn－
drome　may　be　regarded　as　correspOnding　to　the　approachi11g－avoidance
response　distinction　and　resulted　from　psychological　trade－off　between
negative（unpleasant）and　positive（Pleasant）ut皿ities．　PeoPle　who
would　supPort　one　such　cognitive　event（e．9．，　the　siti蹴g　of　a　nuciear
power　plant）011　abstract　leve1（b㏄ause　of　positive　utilities　which　they
exp㏄t重t　will　produce　generally）might　oPPose　it　whell　it　comes　to　a
‘‘
垂窒盾?奄高≠秩fpoillt　to　them（because　of　negat孟ve　ut患ties　wllich　they
anticipate　it　will　impose　upon　them）．
　　It　is　interesting　to　note　that，　in　the　theory　of　tbe　NIMBY　syndrome，
peoPle，s　percept孟o翁（or　exp㏄tation），　previous　leaming，　alld　motivation
play　the　key　role．　Referring　to　incentive　formulation，　Berkowitz（1969）
110ted　that‘‘People　do蹴ot　always　seek　to　obtaion　the　maximum　amount
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of　positive　reward　with　the　least　expenditure　of　effort　or　at　the　lowest
possible　cost．　Tlle　incurring　of　costs　or　the　possibility　of　encountering
an　unpleasant　state　of　affairs　is　not　always　avoided．”Also　in　A∬ow’s
（1963）word，“the　rewardS　and　punisimentS　which　are　strictly　10ealized
objectively　nevertheless　are　generalized　in　space，　which　may　be　taken　as
aparadigm　fbr　stimUlus　generalization　along　mally　dimensions　of
Perception．”On　the　basis　of　these　obServations，　it　seems　safb　to　state
that　psychologicai　aspects　of　the　NIMBY　syndrome　can　be　dealt　with
by　general　principles　of　learning　behavior．
1．2．Wind　Power飢己the　NIM3Y　Syndmme
　　Occurrence　of　the　NIMBY　syndrome　is　not　limited　to　sociany
controversial　events，　such　as　nuclear　power　plants　or　airports．　Dam－
borg　and　Kroh血（1998）summadze　a　number　of　surveys　conducted　in
Europe　on　the　NIMBY　reactions　against　wind　power．　Three　m勾or
reasons　fbr　oPPosition　to　wind　power　ge漉eration　are　iden廿fied　as　noise，
visua1三ntfusion　and　electromagnetic　inte】㎡¢rence．
　　There　are　some　interesting　findillgs　summahzed　hl　their　artide．　First，
public　acceptance　of　wind　energy　gellerally　is　high．　But　it　tend　to　fall
when　it　comes　toる‘your　own　backyard．　Pub血c　acceptance，　however，
increases　i血the　locahty　of　siting　after　the　installation　of　the　wi鳳d
turbines．　It　was　also　discovered　that　tllose　who　do録ot　favor　renewable
energy　ge∬erally　tend　to且nd　willd　energy　less　acceptable　when　it　comes
to　noise　and　visual　i且trusion．
　　Secondly，　a　comparison　between　public　attitudes　in　areas　with　wind
侮nns　and　contro蓋areas　witllout　any　wind　turb三11es　suggests　tllat
acceptance　of　wind　farm　developments　is　higher㎞areas　with　pdor
experiences　with　wind　farms　than㎞areas　without　such　experience．
This　conclusion　may　be　an　indica奮ion　that　NIMBY　reactions　may　be
inversely　correlated　to　the　quantity韻d　level　of　infbmatio豆．
　　Thirdly，　it　was　also　made　clear　that　people　ih　areas　witll　signi丘cant
pub！ic　resistance　to　wind　projects　are　not　always　against　the　turbines
themselves；but　they　are　prima】rily　against　the　people　who　want　to　build
the　turbines　in　their　locahty．　It　is　because　often　the　loca亘poeple　are　kept
out　of　the　decision－making　Process　and　some　are　fbund　to　have　hostie
attitudes　aga㎞st　the　developers，　the　bureaucracy　or　the　po董ticia皿s・
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　　In　sumlnary，　all　these　findngs　seem　to　indicate　what　people　object　is
not　always　the　noise　or　tlle　visual　intrusion　of　the　wind　turbines
themselves，　but　what　really　matters　is　involvement　of　10ca1　pOpUlace　in
the　siting　procedure，　transparent　Plaiming　and　d㏄ision　pr㏄esses，　and
ahigh　information　leve1．
FOOTNOTES
L　Co皿prehen8ive　reviews　of　relevant　theories　and　expe血nents　can　be　found　in　the
　fbilow血g　articles：KJ．　A宜ow，1963，　pp　739－742；L．　Berkowitz，1969，　pp　77－79；D．
　Campbe11，1963，　pp　139－141；1．　P．　Houston，　H．　B㏄，　E．　Hat丘eld，　and　D．　C．㎞，
　1979，pp　174－178．
2．R夏SK，　RISK　ASSESSMENT　ANI）RISK　PERCEPT10N
2．1．　Grow血匿g　Need　fbr　the　Science　of　Ri8k　Commlmication
The　term“dsk　co㎜皿ication”was且恩t　co囲and醐in　the
United　States　in　the　1980，s．1　The　need　fbr‘‘dsk　comlnunication”has
aris㎝氏αm　the　very伍ct　that　our　modem喩is　incr螂ingly　surroun－
ded　by　such　hazards　as　pollutants　in　tlle　a姓and　in　drh止血ng　water；
pesticide　residues　h1負）od　and　miU【；threats　from　radiation　aud　toxic
che血cals；or　the　global　cHmatic　anomaHes，　sucll　as　the　greenhouse
effect，　acid　rain　or　ozone　llole．　The　dsk　communication　is　therefbre
considered　as　a　rational　step　to　increase　the　oPPo1泣unities　f（）r　learning
about　riskS　and　thus　enllance　the　a㏄urate㎞owledge　of　tllese　dsks．
　　Tlle　gist　of　risk　commu血cation　may　be　s㎜ma血ed　as　fbUows：
　　1）　that　it　should　convey　the　messages　conta㎞ing　infbrmation，
　　　concems，　and　opinions　abOut　risk；
　　2）　that　it　should　involve　the　conimuing　feedback　loops（dialogues）
　　　amo鑓g　the　60urce　and　the　destination；a且d
　　3）　that　it　shoUld　be　a　process　of　purposive（or　persuasive）commu－
　　　niCation，　involviag　socio－cultural　a皿d　psychological　factors，
　In　bdefl　the　risk　conmunication　may　be　characteli幽d　as：
　　　‘‘a鼓interactive　process　of　excha聡ge　of　i紅fbrmation　and　opinions，
　a斑ong孟ndividuah㍉groups，　and　insitutions，　involving　messages　about
　the総ature　of　fisk　or　expressing　concems，　opinio烈s，　or　reaction8　to
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　　risk　messages　or　to　legal　and　institutional　arfangements　fbr　risk
　　manag㎝㎝t．”2
　　During　the　last　decade，　there　was　a　sharp董ncrease　in　the　number　of
both　theoretical　and　empirica1　studies　on　risk　perception　and　communi－
cation，　notably　i無the　United　States．　The　emergence　of　research　on　risk
perception　alld　communication　itself　may　be　taken　as　an　illdication　of
the　mounting　public　awareness　and　concerns　abOut　various　risks　arising
from　the　enviro虹mental　and　other　man－made　hazafds．　Comprehensive
reviews　and　summaries　of　those　studies　on　risk　perception　and　commu－
nication　can　be　fbund　in　publications　by　Fischoff（1990），　Fischof　et　a1．
（1981），Fischoff　et　a1．（！987），　Morris（1990），　National　R．esearch
Cou皿ci1（1989），　and　Schwing　and　Albers（1980）．　A葺d　yet，　a　model　of
systematic　risk　commロ面cadon，　which　should　take　into　account　major
variables　involved　in　the　communicatio血pfoeesses－一一t　lat　is，　tlle　source，
the　message，　the　channel，　the　destination　and　the　effect－－may　neod　to
be　further　developed　in　the　future．
　　It　can　be　generally　stated　that　the　risk　assessment量s：
　　‘‘The　characteriZation　of　potential　adverse　effect　of　exposure　to
　　hazards；（and　it）includes　est㎞ates　of　risk　and　of　uncertainties　in
　　measurements，　analytical　t㏄hniques，　and　interpretative　mode㎏．
　　Quantitative　risk　assessment　cllaracterizes　the　dsk　in　num面al
　　representations．”3
　　‘‘Probabilistic　Risk　Assessment”（PRA）is　an　important　tool　with
which　one　can　estimate　tlle　degree　of　innate　risk　ass㏄iated　witll
natura1，　human　and　mechanical　events．　The　risk　probabiHty　may　be
calculated　on　the　basis　of　the　past　statistics　on　the　occurrence　of　the　r壼sk
events，　such　as　the　fatalities　caused　by　cancer㎞agiven　population．
V晦en　such　statistics　are　not　available，　sophistcated　probabihstic　estima－
tion　may　be　made．
　　One　example　of　this　sort　can　be　f（）und　in　the‘‘Reactor　Safヒty　Study
Report”（WASH－1400）published　in　1974　by　the　U．S．　Atomic　Energy
Commission」n　this　study，　relative　risk　probabilities　are　calcUlated　for
18dsk　event　categories，　such　as　AUTOMOBILE　and　NUCLEAR
REACTOR，　and　compared　across　tllem．　The　estimated　risk　ass㏄iated
with　NUCLEAR　REACTOR　was　the　lowest（3×10一9），　wh逓e　one
associated　with　AUTOMOBILE　was　the　highest（3×10－4）of　the　18
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riSk　eVent　CategOrieS．
　　After　TMI　and　Chernobyl　nuclear　power　plant　accidents，　probab皿is－
tic　risk　assessment　seems　to　be　losing　ground　to　the　increasing　anxieties
and　fears　held　by　the　lay　public　who　began　to‘‘feel”what　happended　in
TMI　and　Chemobyl　might　happen　again　at　any　nuclear　power　pla薮t．
Psychologically，　these　anxieties　and　fears　stem　from　the　imate　defense
mecllallism　by　means　of　which　people　can　discover　the　presence　of
serious　risks　i丑the　env廿onment　sulrrounding　them　so　that　they　can
avoid　them．　Soeiologically，　these　anxieties　and　fears　are　induced　by　the
contellt（i．　e．，　both　the　verbal　and　tlle　non－verbal　signs）of　mass
co㎜皿ication，　particUlarly　by　television．　These　anxieties　and　fea曲
tum　ddve　poople　to　act　upon　tlle　env虻o！1ment　surround董ng　them．　In
order　to　reduce　anxieties　and　fears，　they　must　psychologicaily‘‘refUse，，
the　presence　of　a　risk　object，　such　as　NUCLEAR　POWER　PLANT，
present　in　1㏄a血ties　near　to　them．　Politically，　they　can　oPPose　it　by
voting　against　it　at　local　and　national　elections　or　at　a　loca1　referendum．
2。2・　Leam血g　and　Percep髄ons　of　Saf6勾r　and　Scariness
　　The　most㎞portant　of　an，　the　lay　public‘‘perceives，’the　risk　sub－
jectively　and　act　accordingly．　Risk　perception　is　su切ective　in　that　it　is
susceptible　to　variations　in　the　past　input　inf（）】mlation，　group　attribu－
tion，　and　the　pe】rsollality　traits．4　Table　l　displays　a　clear　contrast
between　tlle　cha聡ctedstics　of　the　two　systems　of　risk　estimation－011e
represented　by‘‘objective”probabilistic　risk　assessment　and　another，　by
‘‘
唐武ﾘect量ve”risk　perception．　Judging　the　8ame謡sk　o切ect，　such　as
NUCLEAR　POWER肌ANT（NPP），　risk　assessment　and　risk　percep－
tio駐can　reach　enthdy　opposite　conclusions．　Wh皿e　NPP　was　co籠cluded
as“the　safest”（10－9）i且the“Reactor　Safety　Study”（WASH－1400），　as
ma餓y　as　53．3％of　the　Japanese，　poUed　in　1990　by　a　govemment
agency，　rated　NPP　as　bei鉦g‘‘not　safb”，　and　a　great　m勾odty　of　97．7％
felt　that　NPP　ACCIDENT　is‘‘scary．”
　　The㎞y　people’s　fears　of　nuclear　power　plant　accident　and　other
nuclear・related　hazards　are　not　without　ground．　Table　2　lists　the　major
sources　of　fears　toward　nuclear－relat｛対risk　ev㎝ts．　It　apIrears　clear　that
almost　ail　the　sources　are　related，　dir㏄tly　or　indir㏄tly，　to　radiation
hazards　which　could　b㏄ome　a　sedou8　threat　to　health　a丑d　gelletics，
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once　its　leak　should　get　uncontrolable．
Table　1． 01噂ec価▼e　Rbk　A欄1nent皿d　Mea8urement　of　S呵ec随▼e跳k
Pαce凶o　n8　Are　D樋ereot　Mea8面㎎Sy8tem8．
《Objective　PRA　of　Nuelear　ReactOrs》1：
　　　　　　　　　3×　10－9　（1｝er　100　reactor8）
《Sロhloctive　Perceptio田of　Safety》2：
Very　safe
Fairly　safe
Sub・total
Fairly　unsafe
Totany　unsafe
Sub●total
《Subjective　Perception　of　Sca血ess》2
Very　scary
Fairly　scary
Somewhat　scary
Sub・tOtal
Not　seary
L4％
39．8％
41．・2％
43．3％
10．0％
53．3％
66．9％
18．9％
11．9％
97．7％
2．1％
Source：1．　U．　S．　Atomic　Bnergy　Commission，　WASH－1400，1974．
　　　　　　2．　Science　and　T㏄hnology　Agency，　Japanese　Government，1990．
　　It　must　be　lloted　at　this　point　that　the　pubhc　opinion　toward
nuclear－related　objectS　stems　from　individuals’intema1㎞rs　associated
witll　various　speci血c　risk　events，　such　as　radiatio鼓．　Su切ective　dsk
perception　tllus　may　be　said　to　be　totally　i1Televant　to　o切ective　dsk
estimation　hke　PRA，　whicll　does　not　take　into　account　the‘‘1eamhlg”
experience　of　individuals．
　　W1血le　a　modem　democracy　rests　largely　upon　public　opinion　fbr　its
legitimacy　and　power，　attitudes　alld　opinions　held　by　individual　persons
are　molded　cumulatively　by　the　past　input　infbmlatio無which　is　trans－
mitted　through　a　variety　of　communication　cllannels，　such　as　school
education，　interpersonal　communicatio箆s　and　the　mass　madia．
　　Tlle　occurrence　of　ally　nuclear・related　risk　event，　therefbre，　fbmls
input　i獄fbrmation　to　the　individual　r㏄eiver　and　changes　the　r㏄eiver，s
i皿temal　state　aocordingly．　The　r㏄eiver　may　no　longer　be　regarded　as
having　the　same　picture　of　the　nuclear－related　envh・onment　after　he　has
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r㏄eived　new　infor　lation　on　an　accident，　and　act　accordingly　on　the
basis　of　that　renewed　perception．
丁包ble　2．　The　M1嘔or　Concem5　About　Nuclear　E臓gy圭n　the　Japg鵬8e．
Question；Wh飢makes　you　worry　about　nuclear　energy？Choose　as　many　as　you
wa皿t．（（＞nly　the　top　5　are　listed　below．）
）
）
）
）
）
！
西
∠
3
4
τ
5
EffectS　of　radioactivity　on　body　aロd　future　generations
NuGlear　waste皿anagema簸t　and　disposal
Radioactive（radiation）1eaks　by　aecident
Insufiicient　ilformation　abOut　accident8　and　troubles
InVisible　radiation　behaVior
43（％）
39
39
3豆
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Sour㏄：ScienC6　and　T㏄hnology　Agency，　Japanese　Govemment．1990．
　　It　may　be　of　interest　to　note　that　the　most　Japanese　respondents　in
the且ational　survey　cited　above　apPear　to　fear　radioactivity　as　the　m勾or
source　of　nuclear　hazard　and　tllat　as　many　as　40％answered　that　they
are　concemed　about“nuclear　waste　management　and　disposaL”It　has
long　been　known　that　high－level　nuclear　waste　contai且s　several　nuclides
wllose　halfLlife　is　extremely　long・一一〇ver　20，000　years　in　case　of　plutolli－
um，致｝r　example．　Genera皿y，　the　Japanese　are　aware　of　the　uncertain
safety　of　high－level　nuclear　waste　disposal．　They　feel　that　hig11－1eve1
且uclear　waste　disposal　would　b㏄ome　a　sedous　tllreat　both　to　tlle
environment　and　to　the　hurnan　life　in　the　long　run．　They　are　afraid　of
it　because　they　thillk　that　so　many　unknown　and　u且predictable　facto鵬
are　involved　hefe，　despite　of　the　assurance　of　safety　given　by　the　nuclear
i勲dustry　and　regulatory　agencies．
　　There　is　a　weU・㎞own　cliche　in　Japanese，　which　says‘‘a　mansion
without　a　to証et．　The　cliche　metaphoricany　implies　that　the　nuclear
power　llas‘‘且o　o秘tlet”ill　the　very　end　of　nuclear　fUel　cycle．　People
oppose皿uclear　power　not　o】［且y　because　they　fear　tlle　1∬【ely　occurre！1ce
of　a　second　TMI　or　Chernobyl，　but　b㏄ause　they　are　co塾cemed　about
the　prolonged　dsk　of　radioactive　waste　whicll　might　conthluously　a飾㏄t
the　environment　and　the　safety　of　future　generations．　The廿opposition
may　be㎝ロotional，　but　it　iS　logica1　and　reasonable．
　　1t　m“st　also　be餓oted　that　the　perceptions　of　risk　are　susceptible　to
variat圭o聡s　by　sex．　It　is　commonly　be五eved　that　women　are　more
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sensitive　than　men　to　radiation　riskS．　There　is　some　cvidence　which
supports　this　common　behef．　Table　3　shows　m勾or　reasons　wlly　people
are　afraid　of　nuclear　power　p玉ants．　It　can　be　seen　in　the　table　t1臓t　both
men（indicated　by　M）and　women（indicated　by　F）are　similarly
sensitive　to‘‘1arge－scale　accident”and‘‘insu伍cient　infbfmation（about
nuclear　power　plants）．”On　the　otller　hand，　there　also　are㎞dications　of
sexual　d血rence．　A　difference　greater　t1並m　5％may　be　considered
statistically　sig！1i且cant　in　these　cases．　Whne　men　are　more　sensitive　to
“radwaste”and“nuclear　fUel　cycle”than　women，　women　are　more
sensitive　than　men　to　‘‘radiation　e飾㏄ts，，，　invisible　radiation，，　and
‘‘
≠唐唐盾モ奄≠狽奄盾氏@with　Hiroshima　and　Nagasaki．　Sucll　variations　may　be
attdbuted　to　basic　role　d血rences；i．　e，，　tlle　fatherhoOd　and　mother－
hood．
Tab亘e　3．　Maler　Reas（）ns　Why　People　Are　Afhaid　of　Nuclear　Power　Pl飢鍋町Se翼．
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S。肛ce：血e　Scien蜘d　Technology　Agency，　Japao鵬Gove㎜肥t，1992．
2．3．Ja脚ege　S加面es　on趾Percep髄①n　and（沁㎜葛血ca髄o轟
　　Empirical　research　on　dsk　perception　and　communication　has　a
relatively　short　history　i豆Japan．　Early　i無the　198αs，　so皿e　research
began　witll　investigating　laypoople’s　perception　of　the‘‘nucleaゴ，　dsks
and　b㎝e血ts　compared　with　those　of　other　natural　and　ma11。made
hazards．51n　the　fbllowing　sections，　some　of　the　m瑚or蝕dings　of　the
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relevant　empirical　research　conducted　by　the　present　author　and　asso－
ciates　on　risk　perception　and　communication　wM　be　briefiy　presented
and　discussed．
2．3．1．Japanese　Housewi▼es，　R掴k　Perception
　　It　is　commonly　believed　that　women　genefally　are　more　sellsitive　to
risks　than　are　men．　To　test　this　and　other　hypotheses，　a　study　was
carried　out　by　Tanaka6　witll　a　total　of　500　housewives　living　in　Tokyo，
SerVing　aS　SUbjeCtS．
　　（a）Risk／bene丘t　Perception　among　Japanese　Housewives
　　The　500　female　subjectS　were　first　requested　to　rate　each　of　the　9　risk
and　non－risk　objects（AUTIOMOBILE，　FOOD　ADDITIVE，　HERB
MEDICINE，　NUCLEAR　POWER肌ANT，　OIL　THERMAL
POWER　肌ANT，　SMOKING，　SPR］AY　USING　CH正ORO－
FLUORO－CARBON　GAS，　TRAV肌BY　AIR　and　VITAMIN）on　a
set　of　the　two‘‘risk，’and‘‘benefit”scales．　Percent　frequency　distribu－
tions　were　tllen　computed　fbr　each　o句㏄t　along　the　bene飢and　risk
dimensions．　Fina皿y，　each　object　was　plotted　in　a　two－dime総sional
space・
　　It　was　discovered　tllat　there　was　a　high　degree　of　consensus　about　3
‘‘?奄№?|risk／low－bene且t，’o切㏄ts；i．　e．，　over　80％ofsubjects　rated　FOOD
ADDITIVE，　SPRAY　USING　CHROLO－FLUORO・CARBON－GAS
a聡dSMOKING　as　being　fisky，while　only　less　than　40％regarding
them　as　being　beneficia韮．　In　a　similar血shion，　HERB　MEDICINE　and
VITAMIN　were　categorized　as　being　low－risk／high－bene且t；and　NU－
CLEAR　POWER肌ANT，　OI正THERMAL　POWER　PLANT　and
TRAVEL　BY　AIRPLANE　were　classi血ed　as‘‘medium－risk／hig11－
bene負t”．　AUTOMOBILE　proved“high－risk／high－bene血t”，　nearly　all
the　su句㏄ts　perceivi紅g　it　as　being　risky　and　bene且cial　simultaneous董y，
　Although　no　direct　comparison　between　sexes　was　pssible　in　this
study，　the　result　seems　quite　consistent　with　those　of　the　earlier　studies
involving　botll　sexes．　Such　overaU　similarities　may　be　partly　attributable
to　the　overwhelming　in登uen㏄　of　mass　media　that　serves　to　shape
People，s　attitudes　and　behaviors　ilto　cultural　confbmity．
　　（b）　Segmentation　of　Japanese　Housewives　as　the　Destillation　of
Risk　Comm面cations
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　　By　usillg　the　same　data　obtained　from　tlle　500　Tokyo　housewives，
correlational　an田yses　were　carried　out，　in　order　to　examhe　tlle　i且ter．
relationsllips　among　both　demograp1血c　and　attitudinal　variables．　More
than　200　variables（question　items）were　submitted　to　factor　analysis．
A　total　of　29　factors　were　obtained　as　the　resU　lt　of　this　factor　analysis．
S㏄ond，　out　of　those　factors，　the　two　most　salient　factors－”SociaI
participation”and‘‘Perceived　risk　and　bene血t”－were　chosen　fbr　subse－
quent　cluster　allalysis．”Cluster　analysis　was　used　in　this　study　as　a
usefUI　metllod　fbr　investigating　how　500　housewives　can　be‘‘seg－
mented”illto　several　indepelldent　groups，　on　the　basis　of　the　subjectS’
delnographic　attributes（i．e・，　age，　education，　working　status，　etc．）and
their　attitudinal　characteristics　toward‘‘s㏄ial　participation”and‘‘risk
and　benefit。，，
　　As　tlle　resU　lt　of　cluster　analysis，丘ve　mear血gfU1‘‘clusters”were
obtahled．　Each　cluster　was　then　named，　according　to　the　u且ique
attributes　and　attitudinal　characteristics　of‘‘component”su切㏄ts．
For　the　reference　to　the　specificity　of　each　cluster，　the　names　of　clusters
and　some　typical　characteristics　of　each　cluster　wm　be　shown　in　Table
4
．
　　The　fbregoing　clustering　of　500　Japanese　women　into血ve　segments
may　illustrate　the　uniquenesses　of　su切㏄ts，　demograpgic　attributes　and
attitudinal　system　characteristic　of　each　group．　It　may　be　wortll　noting
that　while　a　great　majority　of　Tokyo　llousewives　appear　to　accept
nuclear　power　plant　to　a　varyillg　degree，　either　perceiving　it　safe　or
feeling　it　beneficial，　a　group　of　highly　educated，　pohtica孤y　awaken，
progressive，　upper－middle－class　housewives　ofαuster一4　prove　to　be
strong蓋y　anti－nuclear　and　anti－science．　In　sp㏄ulation，　it　may　be　because
of　their　higher　education；or　it　may　be　because　of　their　liberal　political
traits　resulted　from　their　upper－middle－class　family　background．　Or　it
may　be　because　of　their　association　with　allti－nuclear，　environmentalist
activists．　In　any　case，　housewives　in　Cluster－4　seem　to　indicate　a　need
f（）r　further　examination　as　to　why　housewives　in　more　favorable，　s㏄ial
and　economic　conditions　would　tend　to　hoold　anti－nuclear　and　anti－
science　attitudes．
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Table　4．　Segrnentatien80f　To｝ryo　Housewive8．
Cluste1卜一1：Conservative　Activists（11＝72；14％）
　Mostly　in鹿3σ一40　age　group；mostly　highschoo1　graduates；many　are　working；i11・
　terested㎞participa血9血anti一且uclear－wcapon，　anti・nuclear顧power，　anti・ponution
　protestS；h｝tere8ted血POIitical　and㏄ono皿ic　a蝕8；a垂d　Perceive鉦uclear　e皿ergy
　as　d鋤gerous　but　bene｛ioial．
Cluster－2：0pt血iStic　Silc匝t　Majority（n＝121；24％）
　So皿e　i120・30　and　1nany　in　30－40　age　groups；mostly　highschool　graduates；
few　are　working；not血terested　in　environrnental　problems，　POIitical　and　economic
　atfTt血s，　and　nuclear・energy　issロes；and　per㏄ive　nuclear　energy　as　bOth　saf¢a庭d
　be皿e丘cia1．
αuster－3：S㏄ia皿y　Indifferent（n＝56；11％）
　　Mostly血a40－50　age　group；mostly　highschool　or　trade－school　graduates；not　in－
　terested　in　enviroamental　pr6blems，　po懸tical　and　economic　affairs；not　interested
　血participating　in　anti昂nucleaf－weapon，　anti・nuclear・power，　or　anti・pollution　pr（》。
　te8ts；and　perceive　nuelear　enefgy　as　not且eeded．
Cluster－4：Progressivo　Activi8t8（ロ＝56；11％）
　　Mostly　in　a　30・40　ago　group；皿ostly面versity，　co眼ege，　and　junior・co皿ege　gfadu・
　ates；only　few　a蹄workin9；intere8ted血politic砥㏄ono血c，　and血ternational
　a働㎞；interested　in　participati19　in　volumteer　activities，　anti－nucleaf－weapon　and
　anti・nuclear・power　prote8ts　and　pea㏄demo118tration8；per㏄ive　nuclear　energy　a8
　bOth　dangerous　and　not　beneficial；criticiZ¢　nuclear　pOwer　plants　a8　not　safely　ope－
　rated；and　believe　sci¢nce　does　not　contribute　to　enrichment　of　life．
Cluster－5：Average　S競ent　Majority（n＝195；39％）
　　Mostly　i1　a　30－40　age　group；many　trade－schoo1　graduates；few　are　working；inter－
　ested　in　VieWing　TV，s　spOrts　programs　and　reading　shopPi19　magaZine8；not　interest－
　ed　in　anti・血uclear－weapon　and　anti・nロclcear－power，　anti－pOllution　protestS；a践d　per一
　面ve　nuclear　energy　a8　berieficial．
　　These員ndings　seem　to　pose　an　i践teresting　problem　fbr　the　pursuit　of
effective　risk　communication．　The　audie聡ce　of　risk　communication　are
never　homogenous，　d憾eri黛g　in　theh・personal　attibitutes，　values，　beliefs，
and　attitudes　toward　a　wide　variety　of　things　and　people．　Effective　risk
comlnunications，　therefbre，　should　take　into　account　those　differences
ill　the　segmented　audience　and　eacode　tlle　appropriate　messages　and
styles　accordingly，　so　tllat　it　may　not　only　reach　a　targeted　audience　but
meet　theh！interest　and　i鉱fbrmation　need．
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2．3．2．Pre醐ng伽Fe鯉血㎝P螂㎝｛崎丁曲
　　hastudy　coRducted　on　the　emcacy　of　drugs　and　ADR（Adverse
Drug　Response），　Tanaka　et　al．7　examined　co廿espondence　between
　fbars”and‘‘personality　traits，”based　upon　the　data　obtained　from　a
total　of　630　male　and　fヒmale　university　students．　To　measure　the
vary拠g　intensity　of　fbars　toward　d伽rent（両㏄ts　of　judgment，　su切ects
were　asked　to　rate　ADR，　SICKNESS，　DEATH，　EARTHQUAKE　and
NUCLEAR　ACCIDENT　on　a五ve－poillt‘‘fearfU　1／not－fearfUl”scale．
They　were　simultaneous藍y　asked　to　check　a　battery　of　personality　test
items．　Data　were　tllen　submitted　to　multivadate　analyses　to　examine
tbe　latent　structure　or　interfelationships　among　tbese　variables．
T8ble　5。　Varinta＝・Rota重e己8Mo6t　Sahe睡t　F8cto圃A鋼a観㎡th　F㎝
　　　　　　　8且dPersonality　Tr8i血8．
FactOrs　and　Factor　Characteristics
1．MiSticism　Believ血9：
　Be瞳eve　pa㎞一reading；believe　fortune　telling；beheve　k監IrstOrology・
II．　Health　Attcntiveness：
　Care飢1y　read　instructions　on　med量cine；being　carefUI　not　to　smoke　too　heav逓y；
　being　carefUl　not　to　drink　too　much．
IIL　T㏄㎞010gy　A㏄eptance：
　Lρok　fbrward　to　extemal　fer恒Hzation　of　humans；accept　genetic　recombi皿ation
　and　bioteclmology；agr㏄to　i皿crease　the　cpabi匠ty　of　determining　the　sexes　of　fetus・
1V．　Risk　SensitiVity：
　Fea㎡bl　of　d幽es；fea㎡ul　of　ADR；f破㎡bl　of　death．
V．　Ag9τes8ivenes8：
　A且8wer　back　whenever　cdticセed　by　others；ca皿ot　stand　bei皿g　treated　rudely；
　always　want　to　be　conspicuous．
VI．　1皿ventiveness：
　Wa蝕t　to　inve皿t　vadous　things；1ike　tO　P1ay　with　new　kleas．
VII．　Food・Safety　Con8ciousnes8：
　Do皿ot　eat　food　cont曲g　8ynthetic　cdoring　agent；do　not　e飢any　fboxlstuff　pro。
　duced　in　areas　a韮egedly　radioactively　co蝕taminated；hke　to　eat　natuぼal　fbod・
VIIL　Medication　Depeadence：
　Cur∫ently　tald㎞g　prescribed　medicine；currently　taking　medicine　to　keep　good
　health；韮ke　to　s㏄aphy8ician｛ヤequently　to　kecp　good　he＆1th・
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　　First，　by　way　of　using血e　factor　allalytic　metllod　and　tlle　varimax
fotation　sclleme，　a　total　of　14　meaningfUl　factors　were　obtained．　The
most　s皿i㎝t　8　factors　are　shown　in　Table　5　in　order　of　their　factor
sa血㎝ce．
　　Se◎ondly，　on　the　basis　of　the　factor　analytic　resUlt，1』ctor　scores　were
comp耐ed　for　each　variable　and　for　every　subject，　and　along　each　factor
dimension．　Tllen，　tlle　data　were　submitted　to　lnultiple　regression　ana1－
ysis，　to　examine　correspondence　betwee11‘‘fears”and‘‘Personality
traits．”In　tllis　analysis，　the　illtensity　of　fear　toward　a　given　risk（or
non－risk）object　ofjudgment　was　taken　as　the　dependent　variable　to　be
predicted　from　the　factor　scores　of　several　personality　variables・In　all
cases　examined，　highly　sign温cant（p＜．001）multiple　correlations
were　obtai駐ed，　even　if　the　magnitudes　of　correlations　were　not　very
impressive．　Those　sig通且cant　co灯elations　appear　to　indicate　tllat　the
intensity　of　fear　toward　a　given　object　may　be　predicted　in　part　from
the　sut功㏄ts，　personality　traits．
Table　6．　Predi曲g　tbe　Fe8r　from　Perso困陰h¢y　Char臼d睡rtstic8．
ADR（Adverse　Drug　Respoロse）：
　The皿ore　the　people　are‘‘health－attentive，，　and‘‘aggres8ive，’，　the　more　they　are　in－
　clined　to　fear　ADR．
ILLNESS：
　The　more　the　pcople　are“medication　dependent，”‘‘inventive”a且d‘‘health－
　attentive，”the　more　they　are　inclined　to　fear　ILLNESS．
DEATH：
　The　more　the　people　are‘‘health－attentive”and‘‘aggrcssive，”the　more　they　are　in－
　clined　tO　fear　DEATH．
EARTHQUAKE：
　The　more　tlle　pcople　are‘‘mystici8m。beheveing，，，‘‘foOd－safety・conscious”and
　　health障attentive，”and　the　le88　they　are　inventive”and‘‘acoeptilg　technology，”
　the憩ore　they　are　ilclined　to　fear　EARTHQUAKE，
NUCLEAR．　ACCIDENT：
　The　more　the　peoPle　are‘‘fbod－safety¢onscious”and‘‘health・attentive，”and　the
　藍e88　they　are‘‘a㏄ep血g　technology，，，　tlle　more　they　are　incliled　to　fbar　NUG
　LEAR　ACCIDENT．
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　　The　result　of　multiple　regression　analysis　wM　be　summariZed　in　Table
6where，　for　each　event，　only　those　statistically　signi血callt（p＜．05）
independent‘‘personaHty”variables　are　hsted．　Salient　Personality　variの
ables　to　elicit‘‘fears，，　apPear　to　change　from　one　risk　event　to　another．
hthe　case　of　NUCLEAR　ACCIDENT，　a　significant（pく．001）
multiple　correlatio∬was　obtained　and，　out　of　tlle　8‘‘personality”
variables，　the　followilg　three　were　found　to　be　the　three　best　predictors
of　fear：i．　e．，‘‘health　attentiveness，”‘‘fbod－safety　consciousness，’，　and
‘‘窒?鰍?モ狽奄盾氏@of　t㏄hnology．”
　　In　other　words，　the　lay　people　fbar　NUCLEAR　ACCIDENT　b㏄ause
they　are　innately　inclined　to　be‘‘attentive　to　health，，，‘‘sensitive　to　fbod
safety”and‘‘reject　technelogy．”As　has　been　seen　ill　the　study　of
Japanese　llousewives，　people　who　do　not　accept　teclmology　tend　to　fear
NUCLEAR　ACCIDENT　more　intensely．　It　may　also　be　recalled　at　this
pOint　that　the　Japanese　remained　relatively　calm　and　detouched　at　the
first　news　of　Chelnobyl　accidellt，　unt遇the　housewives　were　shocked　to
learn　by　government　and　mass　media　disclosure　that　some　foodstuffs
impOrted　from　E，urope（mainly　dried　spices）had　been　radioactively
contamillated．　Anti・nuclear　sentiment　was　hightened　among　Japanese
housewives　since　then，　partly　because　of　their　innate　sellsit董vity　toward
fbod　safety．
2。3．3．　kedictng‘‘Acceptance，，　from‘‘Perceri▼ed　Safety，，　and
　　　　　‘‘Percei▼ed　Necessity，，
　　In　still　another　study，　Tanaka　et　aL8　examined　correspOndence
between　the　acceptance　and　the　perceived　risk　and　benefit　for　several
attitudina1　objects　associated　with　electric　power　generation．　A　total　of
1，495individuals（410　highschool　boys　and　girls，520　male　and　female
university　students，　and　their　565　parents）　served　fbr　this　study　as
subjects．　They　were　asked　to　rate　SOLAR　POWER肌ANT，　GEO－
THERMAL　POWER　PLANT，　OIL－THERMAL　POWER　PLANT，
HYDRO　POWER　PLANT　and　NUCLEAR　POWER　PLANT，　on・a
set　of‘‘acceptancets’‘‘safety”and　necessity”scales．　Table　7　summa－
rizes　how　subjects　accept　these　power　plants　and　perceive　their　safety
and　necessity．　It　is　clear　that　while　SOLAR　is　rated　as　the　safest，　the
most　n㏄essary　a臓d　the　most　accepted，　NUCLEAR　is　perceived　as　the
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least　safb，　the　least　n㏄essary　and　the　least　accepted．　Such　public
perceptions，　however，　prove　to　contradict　the　fact　tllat，　as　of　1996，　as
higll　as　35％of　electricity　output　is　accounted　fbr　by　nuclear　power，
fbllowed　by　23％of　LNG，18％of　oi1，14％of　coa1，　and　10％of　hydro－
e1㏄tdc　sources．　Contributions　by　solar，　wind，　and　geo－themal　sources
are　negligible，　totalling　only　less　than　1％．　Tllus，　it　may　be　safe　to
say　tllat　the　respondents’judgments　may　be　colored　by　both　their
insuthcient　knowledge　of　reality　and　Wishfu1　thi面ng．
T緯ble　7．　The　Acce，翻皿ce皿d抽e　Percei▼e己S寵fe呼飢d　Necessity　of　D酌面ere臨t
　　　　　　　Kinds　of　Pewer　Plant8
Acceptance Perceived　Safety Perceived　Necessity
Solar
Geo．therma1
0U・themmal
Hydr㏄1㏄tric
Nuclear
93（％）
91
64
86
32
90（％）
86
48
81
11
94（％）
88
62
89
46
　　Our　next　interest　lied　in　finding　whether‘‘acceptallce，’can　be　sig11童fic－
antly　predicted　by‘‘perceived　safety，’and‘‘perceived　n㏄essity，”For
this　purpose，　multiple　regressio且analysis　again　provided　a　usefUI　alla－
lytic　too1．　The　result　of　this　analysis　is　summarized　in　Table　8。　All　the
multiple　correlations（R，s）were　fbund　sign坦cant　beyond　the．0011eve1
－evidence　that　the　degree　of‘‘acceptance”can　be　predicted　from　the
two　predictors，‘‘perceived　safety”and‘‘perceived　necessity”，　in　every
case　examined．　It　was　also　fbund　that　a　fairly　large　amount　of　the
variance（R　2）is‘‘accounted　fof’by　the　two　predictors　in　each　case．
Furthermore，　when　theβ一weights，　the　degree　of　contribution　to　the
predictio11，　are　compared　between　the　two　predictors，　the　value　ofβfbr
perceived　safbty　is　larger　than　that　of　Perceived　n㏄essity　fbr　Solar，
Geo－themal，　Oi1－thermal　and　Hydro－el㏄tric，　indicating　that‘‘perce－
ived　safety”is　the　better　predictor．　On　the　other　halld，　the　value　ofβfbr
perceived　n㏄essity　is　lafger　fbr　Nuclear，　suggesting　that‘‘perceived
n㏄essity，，　is　the　better　predictor　in　this　case．
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Tab｝e　8．　Pre己ic価o蝕①f　Acee伽oe　ftom　Percei鴨己S謡晦and　Perce董▼ed　N㏄e8B舵y
R2　　β　for　Perceived　Safety　　βfor　Perceived　Necessity
Solar
Geo－ther皿al
Oil．thermaI
Hydro－electric
Nuclear
．55
．50
．47
．40
．53
．54
．51
．48
．45
．36
．33
．33
．36
．33
．56
Noto：Agreater　value　ofβiS　underlined　fbr　each　o1オ㏄t．
　　These　results　seem　to　imply　that　people　would　accept　Solar，　Geo－
thema1，0il－themal　and　Hydro－electric　sources　because　they　perceive
theln　first　as　being　safe　and　second　as　being　n㏄essary，　whereas　people
would　accept　Nuclear　because　they　perceive　it且rst　as　being　necessary
and　second　as　being　safe．　It　should　be　recalled　that　only　32％of　su句㏄ts
accept　NUCLEAR　POWER　PLANT．　Then，　whether　or　not　people
may　accept　NUCLEAR　would　more　heavily　depend　upon　tlle　perceived
necessity　than　upOn　the　perceived　safety．　It　must　also　be　added　at　t1並s
point　that‘‘necessity”in　this　case　not　o箆ly　denotes‘‘o切㏄tive　necessi。
ty，，，　such　as　national　energy　demand，　but　also　connotes‘‘subjective
necessity”wllicll　refers　to　a　variety　of　benefits　one　call　get，　such　as　a
higher　standard　of　living　or　a‘‘nuclear　compensation．”
2．3．5．　Japanese　and　Americ飢Percep髄ons　of　L漉Style，　Greenho腿se
　　　　　Gases飢d　Nudear　Energy
　　It　may　be　recalled　that　the　COP3　Conference（The　Third　Confbrence
of　Parties　of　the　United　Nations　Framework　Collventioll　on　Climate
Change）was　held　in　Kyoto壼n　December　of　1997．　Taki厩g　advantage　of
that　opportunity，　natiollal　telephone　polls　were　collducted　in　a　October－
Nobember　period　by　the　USA　TODAY　in　the　U簸ited　States　and　by　the
Sankei　Shim1）un　in　Japan　in　order　to　examine　attitudes　toward　a　variety
of　e蹴vironmental　problems　that　might　a鉦bct　their　business　and　life
styles．　Ann　Bisconti　of　the　Nuclear　Energy　Insitute　in　Washongton，　D．
C．and　1　jointly　helped　construct　apPropriate　question　items　for　the
cross－cultural　survey．　The　result　was　pubHshed　by　the　November－24－
1997issue　of　the　Sankei　Sl瞳駐bun．
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T8ble　9．　U．　S．・」叩an　Comp釦risons　of　Viewrs　on　Globa1　Warming釦d聯e　Style
（A）　L血i血gthe　Amount　of　lndividual　Use　of　Energy：
《Question》0鳳e　s㎎gestion　fbr　reducing　the　problern　of　global　warming　is　to　1㎞it
tlle　amount　of　energy　that血dividuals　would　be　allowed　to　consume　when　using
such　things　as　dr　conditioners　and　automob韮e．　WUch　of　the　foUowing　stat㎝㎝ts
comes　closer　to　your　View　of　this　suggestion？
（1）　　Lilniti19　the　arnount　of　energy　tllat　individuals　can　use　is　a　good　idea　because　it－
　　would　be　effective　at　prevent血g　global　waming．
（2）　　Limiting　the　amount　of　energy　that　individuals　can　use蛤abad　idea　because　it
　　　would　reduce　the　standard　of　livilg　of　many　people．
Japan U，S．　A．
（1）
（2）
（3）
（4）
Ac㏄pt　the　h血t飢io凪
Reject　the　lilnitation
Others
No　opi皿ion
81（％）
12
2
　5
49（％）
40
　6
　5
Total 100 100
（B）Incτea8血g　the　Use　of　Nuclear　Power　to　Prevent　Globa1　Warming：
《Question》Another　s睡ggestion　fbr　reduchlg　the　pr6blcm　of　global　warming　is　to　h1・
cfea8e　the　u8e　of　nuclear　power　a8　a　source　of　energy蹴d　to　decrease　the　use　of
fb副fUe18，　such　a80観and　gas．　Would　yo馬pe路on田1y，血voτor　opose　the　increased
u8e　of　nuolear　POwer　as　a　soufce　of　energy　in　ofdef　to　prevent　g監obal　warming？
Japan U．S．　A．
（1）
（2）
（3）
（4）
Favor
Oppo8e
Others
No　op血ion
28（％）
40
　8
24
39（％）
49
　2
10
Tota1 100 100
　　Out　of　10　questions　asked，　the　fbllowing　two　seem　to　have　an
immediateτelevance　to　the　purpose　of　tlle　present　paper．　The　questions
a且d　frequency　distributions　of　the　responses　are　shown　in　Table　9（A）
a簸d（B）．While　more　AmericIms　than　Japanese　are　hesitant　to　take
e∬ergy・reducing　action　that　might　reduce　the　standard　of　living，　the
Japanese　are　less　r㏄eptive　thaR　Americans　to　the　idea　of　increasing　the
use　of貌uclear　power　as　an　altemative　to負｝ssi1血els・It　must　be
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remembered　that　nuclear　power　plants　do　not　emit　CO2　and　other
greenhouse　gases　and　they　already　supPly　one－fifth　of　the　el㏄tricity　in
the　United　States　and　nearly　two，丘fths　in　Japan．
　　There　are　at　least　two　POssible　reasons　for　the　Japanese　reluctance　in
optin9　f（）r　nuclear　POwer　as　an　alternative　to　f（）ssn血els．　First，　there　is
recent　public　distrust　of　nuclear　power　industry　and　nuclear　regulatory
agencies　that　can　be　traced　to　a　succession　of　incidents　in　government－
run　nuclear　facilit量es　that　were　not　reported　to　tlle　public　in　a　t㎞ely
and　forthright　fashion．　These　incidents　created　a　serious　doubt　in　the
public　about　transparency　and　credibility　regarding　nuclear　safety．
S㏄ond，　as　seen　previously，　the　fbcus　of　public　attentio餓is　gradually
shi伽lg　from　the　risks　accrued　from　nuclear　power　p豆ants　to　those
aecrued　from　nuclear　waste．　In　mally　countries　where　nuclear　power
pla且ts　are　in　operation，　details　of　high－leve1　nuclear　waste　management
are　stiU　in　a　fbrmative　stage．　Inevitably，　many　people　are　not　conv血ced
of　theoretica1　long－term　safety　of　high・1evel　waste　disposa1，　because　this
can　not　be　empirica韮1y　tested　as　yet．　Consequelltly，　they　tend　to　perceive
high・1eve1　nuclear　waste　as　a　possible　threat　to　the　future　generations，　as
much　as　CO2　to　the　global　climate　change．
　　0勲the　basis　of　these　observations，　it　seelns　safe　to　speculate　that　the
argument　that　the　lluclear　power　does　not　emit　CO2　and　therefbre　is　a
desirable　altemative　to　fbssil　fuels　is　not　persuasive　enough　at　the
present，　probably　b㏄ause　the　public’s　perception　of　the　danger　in－
volved　in　the　global　warming　is　not　sumci㎝t，　or　because　the　public
perceive　both　the　nuclear　hazafd　and　the　global　warm㎞g　as　equa狙y
dangerous．　Under　this　condition，　too　much　emphas孟s　upOn　the　riskS　of
glob田wa㎜ing　in伽or　of　nuclear　power　would　evoke　nagative　reac－
tions　in　the　public　and　increase　oPPosition　to　it．　V岡hile　constant　educa－
tion　of　the　public　about　the　necessity　and　safety　of　nuclear　power　is
much　needed，　this　particular　argument　has　an　innate　weakness，　fbr　it
totally　ignores　tlle　environmental　risks　whicll　the　public　te級d　to　associ－
ate　with　nuclear　reactor　accidents　and　high－1evel　waste　disposal．
2．4．Toward　a　Strategy　for　Risk　Communication
　　Risk　perception　and　communication　in　the　nuclear　domain　involves　a
wide　vadety　of　events　dealing　with　different　disciplines　ranging　from
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nuclear　and　physical　sciences　to　social　and　behavioral　sciences．　A1－
though　much　is　left　for　fu加re　interdisciphnary　research，　it　is　important
to　note　that　solutions　of　many　contemporary　nuclear　problems　rest
upon　tlle　socio－politico－psycllological　relatiolls　with　the　pubhc，　which
must　be　dealt　with　by　social　a且d　behavioral　scientists．　This　is　partly
because　the　nuclear　power　today　is　so　much　embedded　in　society　that
people’s　clloices　and㎞itiatives　are　among　tlle　most　d㏄isive　factors
affecting　the　future　destiny　of　nuclear　power．　Political　scientists　are
quite　keen　to　remember　the　classic　principle　of　democracy：‘‘People
Shall　Judge．”Ths　section　of　the　present　paper　is　a職attempt　to
st㎞ulate　new　ideas　and　encourage負1rther　discussions　on　risk　percep－
tion　and　communication　among　nuclear　and　other　related　specialists．
　　1且order　to　constnlct　a　theoretical　model　fbr　reasomble　risk　commu一
並cation　strategy，　it　should　be　kept　in　milld　that　the　fbnowing　factors
are　most　relevant　to　the　successfu1　risk　commnication　processes．
2．4．1．　The　Soロrce
　　Tlle　best　sou∬ce　must　be　neutral，　authoritative　and　respected，　to
increase　credib皿ty．　From　tllis　point　of　view，　people血the　lluclear　and
related　industries　and　the　regulatOry　agencies　may　not　be　perceived　as
the　best　credible　source，　b㏄ause　tlley　are　already‘‘committed”to
nuclear　power．　Tlle　credible　source　lnust　always　stand　outside　disputed
issues，　e．　g．，　nuclear　safety．111　this　sellse，　tlle　radiologists　who　study
a　short－and　lo簸g－term　radiation　effects，　the　me副urgis総who　work
on　a　space　shuttle　pr〔）j　ect，　or　the　economists　who　ca∬y　out　research
on　tlle㎝ergy㏄onomy　and　utm　ization　might丘t　this　role　as　more
credible　communication　sources．　In　addition，　it　is　n㏄essary　for
the　source　to　respect　the　audience（the　destination　of　risk　communica・
tion）as　fellow　citセens　and　keep　their　sympathy　and　empathy　witll
th㎝．
2。4．2．The　Message
　　First，　it　is　important　to　remember　that　deed　is　a　message．　In　many
cases，　the　most　effective　communication　is　by　deed，　not　by　word．　For
example，　people　re8p㏄t　honesty，　and　tlley　resp㏄t　those　whose　word
and　deed　are　consistent．　Conversely，　if　a　promise　by　word　is　broken　by
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deed，　peoPle　quickly　lose　con且dence　in　such　a　pefson　or　organization．
Once　confidence　is　lost，　it　takes　a　very　long　time　before　it　is　recovered，
as　was　the　case　a丘er　TMI｛md　Chemoby1．
　　S㏄ond，　whatever　fbml　a且d　style　it　may　take，　the　message　must　be
clear，　o切㏄tive　and　easy　enough　fbr　the　lay　pubhc　to　understa皿d．　At
this　po三nt，　it　is　also　impo質a“t　to　remember　that　use　of　t㏄bnicI滋tems
is　legitimate　o111y　in　tlle　communication　among　professionals　within　the
same　or　closely　related　domains．　Vゾh皿e　technical　terms　cannot　reach
the　lay　audie皿ce，　they　also　can　alienate　the　audience　from　the　source．　It
is　safヒr　to　avoid　the　use　of　technical　terms　when，　communicat㎞g　with
the　pubhc．
　　Tllird，　most　people　in　today，s　television　age　are　accustomed　to　a
combi盤ation　of　visual（co藍or，且g肛e，　and　move皿ent）and　auditory
（voice　and　sound）messages　in　their　dany　exposure　to　television．　In　this
resp㏄t，　the　written　words　may　not　be　the　best　means　of　communica－
tio11．　In　the　television　age，　people　want‘‘sllort－hand，，　messages　to　save
time　and　energy．　ZipPs　law（the　maximum　result　witll　the　least　e飾rt）
s㏄ems　to　apPly　to　this　behaVior　in　human　communication・Consequent－
1y，　the　message　must　be　e皿coded　in　such　a　way　that　the　r㏄eiver　can
satis」fy　his　or　her　own　psychological　need（interest，　concem，　curiousity，
or　gettillg　a　response　fセom　someone，　etc．）with　the　least　e登brt　in
decoding．　The　encoding　of　messages　should　comply　to　this　general
tendency．
　　Fourt11，　care　must　be　taken　so　that　the　encoded　message　should　llot
give　the　receiver　any　impression　of‘‘imposition．”1n　the　broadest　sense，
“to　teach”may　be　another　form　of　impositio血b㏄ause　it　means，　by
de血nition，　a‘‘toIトdowバcommunication　which　discriminates　between
the‘‘supe1童oゼ，　and　the‘‘infbrioゼ’roles．1t　schools，　it　is　legitimate　that
students　are　taught　and　must　study　as　they　voluntarily　decide　so．　In　a
risk　communication　situation，　a　general　audience　is　not　obligated　to
take　1essons　about　risk　from　anyone．　This　is　why　the　message‘‘to　teach”
can　be　taken　as　a　fbml　of　imposition．　To　put　it　i駐another　way，盛sk
communicators　should　not　try　to　teach　the　public．　Instead，　they　should
try　to　apPeal　to　the　public’s　emotions　by　9iving　th｛狐a㏄urate　i駐forma－
tion　about　risks　and　safety　and　evoke　their　interest．　The　best　literary
works　or　the　best　theatdcal　perfbrmances　never　try　to　teach　the
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audience；they，　in　turn，　apPeal　to　their　emotions．
2．4．3．　Tbe　Au己ience（dest㎞tion）
　　The　audie且ce　is　neither　monolithic　nor　homogenous。　They　are　divid・
ed　into　a　number　of　different　segments　varying　i1　demogra血c　at面butes，
attitudinal　characteristics　and　information　needs、　Just　as　marketers　sell
products，】risk　communicators　transmit　infbrmation　regarding　risks．
Marketers　frequently　conduct　marketing　research　and　constantly　ana－
1yze　the　co且sumers’changing　preferential　behaviors　to　i聡crease　their
sales．　Like　marketers，　the　risk　conmiunicators　must　know　in　advance
who　the　consumers　are，　as　weH　as　the　psychological　and　infbrmation
needs　that　their　product（the　risk　communication）must　meet．　Compre・
hellsive　audience　fesearch　may　be　lleeded，　therefore，　prior　to　the
fbrmulation　of　a】risk　communication　strategy．　In　this　resp㏄t，　risk
communicators　seem　to　have　much　to　learn　from　other血dustries，　such
as　appare1（fasllion）and　automobile　industries．　These　buis㎞esses　are
much　closer　to　the　consumers’day－to－day　hves　and　more　readily
a伍㏄ted　by　co翌sumers’preferential　behavio藍
2．4．4．　The　Cba皿塵d8
　　Anotion　of‘‘media　mix”has　been　developed　in　advertising　and
public　relations．　To　reacll　a　specific　audience，　the　best　channels－a
combination　of　mass　mediarinust　be　chosen，　ranging　from　television
and　radio（the　e1㏄tric　media）to践ewspapers，　magazines　and　com孟c
books（the　p血ted　media）．　The　best　combinatio豆may　vary，　because
target　audiellces　d面er．　Audiencg　research　provides　valuable　illfbrma－
tion　needed　fbr　the　selection　of　the　most　effective　combillation　of
communication　channels．　In　addition，　new　electronic　communication
channels，　such　as　the　Intemet，　provide　effective　communication　media
wherever　they　can　be　acces8ed．　Risk　communication　messages　may　be
“broadcast”to　individuals　by　E－ma皿or　over　the　Wofld　Wide　Web
（WWW）for　mass　dissemination．
　　The　WWW　seems　to　have　a　unique　advantage　as　it　enables　the
receivers　to　download　images（and　soullds）ill　real－time　from　any　part
of　the　worki，　at　a蹟y　time　of　tlle　day　and　at　any　place．　Nsk　communi－
cators　must　elaborate　the　u8e　of　these　llew　el㏄tronic　media　in　additioれ
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to　the　older　mass　media．　Frequently　asked　questions（FAQ，s）on　risks
continuously“fiowing”through　the　WWW　woUld　not　only　help　the
global　audience　to　educate　themselves　on　the　nature　of　riskS，　but　would
also　enbale　them　to　cope　better　with　riskS．
2．4．5．　T蝕eFee己back
　　FinaUy，　feedback　in　communication，　or　dialogue，　may　be　the　most
importallt　factor　fbr　effective　communication．　Usually，　o聾e－way
communication　can処ot　ehmillate　the　uncertainty　colltained　in　the
meSSage．　In　One－Way　COmmuniCatiOn，　a　qUeStiOn　WhiCh　migllt　ariSe
from　the　message　may　be　left　unanswered．　In　a　dialogue，　an　exchange
of　communication　continues　until　all　questions，　or　nearly　an　questions
are　answered，　removing　most　of　the　un㏄蛇ainty．　Furthermore，　it　is　only
wit血the　presellce　of　feedback　loops　that　everyolle　can　participate
equally　alld　freely　in　the　rellewing　communication　pr㏄ess．　This　is
particularly　impo血nt　for　the　a　cornmunication　on　controversia1　issues，
such　as　the　safety　of　nuclear　pOwer　plant．　An　oppOrtunity　for　equal　and
free　participation　and　openness　may　serve　fbr　bu韮ding　a　basis　fbr
work董ng　together　and　developing　a　sense　of　trust　in　the　long　run．　Risk
◎OmmUniCatiOn　iS　nO　exCeptiOll　tO　thiS　general　rU豆e．
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　　　　　3．INSTITUTIONAL　ARRANGEMENTS　TO　ENHANCE
　　　　　　PUBLIC　ACCEPTANCE　OF　NUCLEAR　ENERGY
　　Economically，　nuclear　power　is　a　paradox　b㏄a“se，　despite　its　dark
image　collnoting‘‘radiation，’，‘‘radioactive　waste”alld‘℃hernobyl”，　it
brings　a　considerable　amount　of　economic　benefit　to　the　10calities　where
nuclear　pOwer　plants　and　nuclear　fue1　cycle　facilities　are　sited　and　to　the
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individuals　who　might　otllerwise　suffer　great　loss．且In　Japan，　four
different　types　of　ecollomic　compensation　are　given　to且shermell　who
are　affected　and　to　the　loeality　where　a　nuclear　pOwer　plant，　or　a
nuclear　f血el　cyc董e　factHty　such　as　an　enrichnlent　plant，　is　to　be　con－
structed．
3．1。　Four　Difilerent　Types　of　Economic　Compensation
3．L1。　F誌h血瞳g覇rig血t　Compensa髄on
　　There　is　what　is　usually㎞own　as‘‘tlle血shing－right　compensation”，
which　purchases　the　right　of　fishing　from　fishermen　whose　catch　might
be　adversely　afirected　by　hot　waste　water　from　the　nuclear　facility．　This
compensation　is　paid　by　the　electric　colnpany　to　fishermen’s　coopera－
tive　ass㏄iatioas，　which　distribute　it　among　members．　According　to
statistics，　tl亘s　compensation　averages　apProximately　10　million　ye聡（or
roughly　US＄80，000）per　member　of　the　association．
　　To　exemplify，㎞August　1992，　a　great　mI噸ority　of　members　of　the
冠shem1㎝，s　associations　in　Higasidohri　Vi皿age　in　Aomori　Prefecture
cast　votes　of　approval　fbr　inviting　nuclear　power　plants　in　their　neigh－
borhood．　In　tllis　case，　the　average　amount　of　fishing－dght　compensation
paid　to　each　member　of　tlle　fishermen，s　associations　is　said　to　be
approximately　14，000，000　yen（or　roughly　US＄127，000）．2
3．1．2．Region樋De▼elopment　Cooperation　Funds
　　There　is　a‘‘regional　development　cooperation㎞d，，，　which　compen－
sates　fbr　psycllologica1　stress　whicll　might　be　cau8ed　by　the　presence　of
anuclear　facihty　nearby．　These　fUnds　are　paid　by　the　e1㏄tlric　company
to　membefs　of　the且shermen’s　assocations。　The　average　amoullt　of　this
㎞dper　member　of　a血sheme11’s　association　is　said　to　be　equa董to，　of
alittle　below，　that　of　the‘‘且shing－right　compensation”、　In　1984，　the
national　average　of　these　two　types　of　econonlic　compenzation　com－
bi鵬d　amounted　to　approximately　13　million　y㎝（or　US＄104，000）per
10，000　kW　of　generating　capacity．
3．1．3．“De㎎en　S卿oh”Subsidies
U駐der　leg観atio簸㎞ow血as“De且gen　Sanpoh，’，　or　the“Three　Laws
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Perta血1illg　to　Sources　of　Electricitジenacted　in　1974，　a　special　grant　is
awarded　by　the　national　government　to　loca1　governments　in　10calities
where　a　power　plant孟s　sited．3　A佃grant　iS　awarded　to　the　municipal・
ity，　town　or　vi皿age　where　a　power　P豆a∬t垂s　sited，　wh且e　the　same　amount
is　divided　among　the　municipalities，　towns　and　villages　a（萄oinillg　it．　In
other　words，　the　nuclear　city，　town　or　v起1age，　and　the　su∬ounding
cit垂es，　towns　and　v韮lages　all　benefit　from　th¢presence　of　a　power　plant．
This　grant　helps　local　gover趨ments　improve　the　s㏄ial　services　of　the
residents　and　the　infrastructure　of　the　a届㏄ted　con皿unities．　The　max－
imum　amount　of　the　award　iS　calcUlated　using　the　folloWing　forrnula：
　　　　　　　　　Max量mum　amount＝power　production　capacity
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　×u且it　price（yen／kW）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　×coe董董iciellt
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　×2（1負）rhyd［roelectric）
　　The　differential脇it　prices　a灘d　coethcients　are　shown　hl　Table　10．
（’riven　a　higher　unit　price　and　a　higher　coeMcient，　a　nuclear　power　plant
and　a　nuclear　fuel　cycle　facility　will　be　mor¢profitable　to　10ca1　govern．
ment　than　wM　be　a　fossile　fuel　or　hydro－electric　power　plant・
T8bie　10，　Scales　of　Nstional　Go▼emment　Compci鵬髄on加Lα頴1　Go▼e㎜ent
Fac滋tie8 unit
Price
（yen／kW）
CoeMcierlt
Nuclear　power　reactor
RePfocessi19　plant
Expe血ncntal　a雄d　te8t血g　labolatofy
Research　reactor
Fa8t　breoder　reactor
E：Uichme厭t　plant
Fossil　fロel　power　plant
Hydr㏄1㏄tric　plant
450
350
450
300
300
450
20（ンー450
200
7
7
7
7
7
7
3－4（coal＝4）
5
　　The　spending　of　these　subsidies　by　loca1　governme孤ts垂s　restricted　to
the　construction　of　publ孟c　faciities　in　tlle　fbllowing　l　6　categories：
　　1）roads；2）harbors；3）fishing　harbors；4）city　parks；5）water・
works；6）communication　fac且ities；7）sports　and　recreationa董fac盗t－
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ies；8）　environmental　and　health　facnities；9）　educatiobnal　and　cul。
tural　fac樹ties；10）medical　facilities；11）social　welfare　services　faci1－
ities；12）　五re五ghting　facilities；13）　national　land　conservation　faci血t－
ies；　14）　trafnc　safety　faci麺ties；　15）　heat　supply　facnities；and　16）
facdities　contributing　to　local　industries．
　　These　subsidies　are　often　criticized　by　local　governments　as　well　as　by
e1㏄tric　power　compallies　as　being　too　stringent　and　too　infiexible，　fbr
they　can　be　used　only　fbr　the　construction　of　the　faci丘ties，　but　neither
fbr　tlleir　maintellance　nor　fbr　tlleir　operations　w1血ch　have　proven　more
costly　than　the　construction　itself．　In　the　face　of　mounting　criticisms
and　dissatisfaction，　national　govemment　llas　started　on　revision．
3．1．4．　Fixed　Pmpe晦Tax
　　There　is　another　compensation－一一a　fixed　property　tax．　In　the　case　of
a1，000　MWe孤uclear　power　plant，　the　tax　revenue　for　the　first　year
alone　is　est㎞ated　to　be　as　much　as　2，300　mi出on　yen（or　approximately
US＄18　m皿1ion），丘nishing　with　313　milhon　y㎝（or　roughly　US＄2．5
mi皿孟on）i狼its　l　5th（last）year．　Considedng　that　most聡uclear　power
plants　are　sited　in　low　density　areas　with　no　signi且cant　modem　indus－
try，　a”uclear　power　plant　is　not　only　a　m勾or　source　of　revenue　to　a
1㏄al　government，　but　it　may　also　be　expected　to　generate　important
incentives　fbf　attracting　PeoPle　and　businesses　to　these　desolate　areas．
　　If　the　local　population　continues　to　decline，　and　if　the　nationaI
economy　genera皿y　should　slow　down，　a　nuclear　power　plant，　omuclear
fue1　cycle　facilities，　may　become　more　attractive　as　a　source　of　revenue
to　1㏄al　govemments．　Fur血e即ore，丘shillg－right　compensation　and　a
regiona1　cooperation　fund　also　tend　to　be　attractive　to　individual
員shem㎝，　especially　in　smaller　fishermen’s　associations　where　the　catch
is　less　rewarding．
3．2．THE　STALEMATE　IN　NUCLEAR　SITING
3●2・1・　Growi鶏90ppo8ition
　　Despite　all　these　bene丘ts　which　might　be　obtained　if　a　nuclear　plant
were　to　be　sited，　tllere　sti皿remaills　opposition　among　loca監fishermen．
Such　oppositio駐is　growi鼓g　stronger　a負er　Chemoby1．　Although　the
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m句or　causes　fbr　opposition　may　vary　from　one　locality　to　another，
fre叩ently　such　opposition　may　cease　if　more　favorable　conditions　were
to　be　offered．　Sometimes　it　is　a　matter　of　the　amount　of　compensation；
sometim¢s，　a　matter　of　spa血9　enough　time　to　reconcile　differcnt　vested
interests　and　remove　divided　opinions　among　mernbers　of　a血sllerm㎝’s
cooperative　ass㏄iation．　Sometimes　it　might　be　that　opPOsition　is　initia1－
ly　a　bargaining　strategy　to　win　subsequent　concessions．　Tactica1（tllere－
fbre　conditiona1）forms　of　opposition　such　as　these　may　be　dealt　with，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■　　　　　　　　．case　by　case，　t壇ough　pains励9岡on－to・噂on　co㎜umcatlom
and跳egotiations．
3．2．2．　Limit血覧Economic　3e塾e血t
　　Money　could　be　a　doub重e－edged　sword．　There　is　a　Japanese　saying：
‘‘mever　slap　a　Person　in　the飴ce　with　a　ro置of　bank　llotes．，，　Further－
more，　money　can　buy　neither　one’s　heart　nor　one，s　conscience．　In　other
words，　while　money　may　be　a　n㏄essary　colldition，　it　is　rarely　su伍cient．
Too　much　emphasis　on㏄onomic　bene且ts　could　hurt　the　pdde　and
self－esteem　of　common　people　and　tUrn　them　into　outright　oppOnentS．
　　After　the　Chernobyl　accident，　opposition　rose　not　only　among　far・
mers　and血sllermen，　but　also　among　b蓋ue－a血d　whitecollar　workers．
Opposition　also　grerw　strong　among　housewives．　The　sh㏄k　of　Chem－
obyl　was　so　strong　among　the　general　populace　in　Japan　that　if　any
anomaly　at　a　nuclear　power　station　were　reported　by　mass　lnedia，　a
nationwide　unrest　might　be　fesulted．　Thus，　an　anornaly　quickly　became
associated　witll　a　critical　radioactive　hazard－respecially　a　radioactive
contamination　of　agricultural　and　marine　products．　When　some　anom－
aly　occurs　at　a　nuclear－related　facility，　consumers　woμ1dτeact　quickly，
wherever　dley　may　live，　by　avoiding　tbe　products丘om　these　1㏄aHties
out　of　fear　that　it　might　be　radioactively　contaminated　and　hence
hannful　to　their　hves．
　　Farmers　and　fishemen　who　Hve　in　tlle蓋ocalities　a（ljoining　a　nuc豆ear．
related　facility　have　thus　found　that　rumors　are　as　threatening　to　thelr
busi旋ess　as　could　be　a　nuclear　accident　itself．　It　is　d面cult　fbr　farmers
and血shermen　to　cope　witll　nmors，　which　are　as　unpredictable　a鳳d
uncontrollable　as　the　wind．　It　is　d櫛cult　fbr　tllem　to　refロte　rumors
logically　because　rurnors　appeal　to　the　emotions　of　consumers，　not　to
畠
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theiHeason．　Farmers　and　fishermen　were　quick　to　learn　that　the　siting
of　a　nuclear　facility　in　their　neighborhoOd　could　cause　serious‘‘damage
by　rumors”；thus，　they　are　inclined　to　oppOse　a　nuclear　facility　nearby
despite　considerable　economic　benefits　it　might　b血g　th㎝．
　　Because　of　mounting　oPPositions　in　the　Iocalities　a4join㎞g　a　nuclear
site，　a　1ead　time　between　the　initial　negotiations　with　the　10ealities　and
tlle　beghming　of　reactor　operation　has　tended　to　extend　from　the
average　of　eight　years　in　tlle　1970’s，　to　an　average　of　more　than　15years
孟nthe　1980’s，　to　an　average　of　more　tha且25　years　in　the　1990’s．　If　this
trend　continues，　sooner　or互ater　lleitller　farmers　nor　fishermen　will　be
w血ng　to　approve　tlle　siting　of　a　new　nuclear　power　plant　in　their
neighborhood．　For飴rmers　and　fishemlen，　risk－bellefit　balallce　is　thus
upset　by　the　increasing　fear　of‘‘damage　by　rumors．　
．
3．3．TOWAR1）THE　Sn°1NG　OF“SYMBIOTIC”NUCLEAR
　　　POWER　PLANTS
　　For　the　past　d㏄ade，　the　emphasis　seems　to　be　shifting　from　a
consideration　of　compensation　to　a　consideration　of　community－
bu鍾ding，　as　the　10ealities　are　becoming　more　and　more　concerned　with
long－term　soc藍al　and　pOlitica1　development（community－building）and
㏄onomic　growth（effective　use　of　lnaterial　and　human　resources），
using　their　own　initiative．　Consequently，　the　national　govemment　has
come　to　encourage　these　localities　to　decide　their　own　future　by　offe血g
appropriate　teclmical　advice　and　general　fbmula　fbr　community－
bu韮ding．　E】tisting　compensations　offered　by　elecUic　power　companies，
govemment　subsidies　and血xed　property　tax　may　be　considered　as
valuable丘nancial　resour㏄s　to　attaill　tllese　k⊃ng－temn　goals．
　　In　View　of　these　factOrs，　new　symbiotic　co・existence（i．　e．，‘‘hve－and－
let－live”relations）between　POwer　plants　and　nearby　communities　has
b㏄nrecommended　by　the　Subcommittee　on　Fundamental　Issues　of
Electiricity　of　the　MITI，s　Electric　Utility　lndustry　Counc皿．4
　　The　subcommittee，s　r㏄ommendat孟ons　cover，　among　other　things，
two　m勾or　object壼ves：1）a‘‘symbio8is，’between　a　power　plant　and　loeal
indus掘es，　and　2）a‘‘symbiosis，，　between　a　power　plant　and　1㏄al
poople．　The　fbrmer　inchldes　a　wider　a無d　more丑exible　ut皿ization　of
phys垂cal　resources，　such　as　the　steam　and　llot　water　generated　by　a
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power　plant，　and　the　siting　space　of　a　power　plant，　as　tlle　useful　means
to　assist　local　agricultural，　fisllhlg　and　leisure　hldustdes．　The　latter，　on
the　other　ha践d，　involves　the　welfare　of　10cal　people　generally，　such　as
improvh覧g　tlle　industrial，　social　and　e◎o∬omic　infrastructures；con－
structing　modem　pub血c　facilities　such　as　schools　and　hospitals；and
discounting　the　power　rate　as　much　as　50％fbr　residents　of　a　commu－
nity　neighbofU匝g　on　new　power　plants．
　　These　new‘‘priVileges”granted　to　a　l㏄aHty飢d　1㏄al　poople　under
the　r㏄ommendations　are　not　limited　to　nuclear　power　plants　but　given
to　a1I　kinds　of　power　plants．　It　is　not　deniable，　howevef，　tllat　the　main
o切㏄tive　of　the　subcommittee，s　reco㎜endations　was　to　promote　the
siting　fbf　nuclear　power　plantS．　Hence，　out　of　the　sub◎ommittee’s
recommendations，　a　new　concept　of“symbiotic　nuclear　POwer　plantS，’
was　coined　and　has　since　become　a　POPUIar　usage　in　both　mass　madia
and　the　pubhc。　Although　similar　schemes　have　b㏄虹developed　by　the
Frenchs　and　the　Bdtish6，　tlle　concept　of‘‘symbiotic　nuclear　power
Plants”was　a　unique　Japanese　creat量o簸．
　　To　Mustrate　how　it　might　look　1ike，　there　would　be　a　wide　open　space
surrounding　the‘‘symbiotic”nuclear　power　plant　site．　This　ope葺space
would　be　spared　by　the　electric　powef　compally　to　serve　fbr　both　tlle
loeal㎞dust】ries　and　the　local　peoPle．　On　the　seaside　front　of　the　power
plants，　there　would　be　severa1‘‘o径shore　marine－product　cultivating
stations”．　They　might　serve　to　promote　the　local　fisl血1g　business．　In
fact，　fbr　the　past　d㏄ades，　the　丘shing　business　hl　Japan　has　been
gradually面實ing　from‘‘catching，’to‘‘cultivating．，’The‘‘free，，　hot
water　from　the　power　statio血s　would　supply　the　heat　to‘‘a㎏rge－sc母e
greenhouse，，’‘‘seed随ngs　production　stations，”　‘‘intemediate　ma】血e鱒
product　cultivating　stations，”and“a　hot－water　sw㎞血g　poo1．”The
hot－water　swimmhlg　pool，　tlle丘sh　and且ower　markets　and　tlle　seaside
fishing　park　might　attract　tourists　as　well　as　local　famdies。
　　Amodem“Energy　Pav皿ion，’would　be　bu皿t　near　the　nuclear　power
plants．　In　the　Energy　Pav麺ion，　there　would　be韮arge　conference　and
exhibition　halls，　audio－visual　display　ha皿s，　and　an　observatio駐tower
from　which　visitors　can　see　a　whole　View　of　the　siting　and　the　a（漸oin血g
afeas．　Such　an　Energy　Pav丑io駐would　b㏄ome　another　tourist　attrac・
tio獄and　provide　the　visitors，　especially　children，　with　tlle　opportunities
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to　learn　energy，　environment　and　society．
　　With　respect　to　the　financial　backing　which　might　be　offered　to　the
loca血ties　where　symbiotic　power　pla践ts　are　to　be　built，　the　MITI’s
subcommittee　de且ned，　in　the廿recommendations，　the　f（）110wing　f（）ur
sources　of　revenue．
　　First，　sp㏄ial　subsidies　w血be　awarded　to　local　govemments　hl
loealities　where　a　new　nuclear　power　plant　or　a　new　nuclear－related
飴c患ty　is　to　be　sited．　To　exemplify，　fbr　a　lnodel　case　of　fbur　1，350
MWe　modem　nuclear　power　plants，　a　total　of　28　b皿1ion　y㎝（or　roughly
US＄450　m皿on）per　year　would　be　awarded　to　the　municipality，　town
or　vi皿age　where　the　fbur　mlclear　power　plants　are　to　be　constructed．
Local　govemme魅ts　can　use　these　subsidies　fbr　improving　the　industrial
substructure，　socio一㏄onomic　illffastructure，　and　pub五c　facm　ities　relat－
ed　to　education，　communication，　and　health　care　of　the　aged．　In
addition，　anotller　28　bmion　yen（or　US＄450　milhon）would　be　dis－
tributed　among　tlle　a（噸oining　municipalities，　towns　or　villages　for　the
same　purpose・
　　The　seeond　source　of　revenue　wi皿be　the血xed　property　tax，　which，　in
this　model　case　of　fbur　l，350　MWe魅uclear　power　plants，　would
amount　to　160　bmion　yen（or　US＄1300　m迅血on）per　municipahty，　town
or　vi皿age．　Thjs　fixed　property　tax　privilege　w田be　granted　to　nuclear
localities　and　conti簸ue　fbr　a　period　of　15　years．
　　The　third　special　revenue　wM　be　what　is　called　the　“marine　industry
promotion　subsidy　．　The　amount　of　this　subsidy　is　estimated　at　the
maximum　of　650　m皿ioll　yen（or　US＄5．3mi皿ion）per　locality，　lasting
fbr　a　Period　of　5　years．
The　fo耐h　is　a　combinatio獄of　the　co㎜unity・building　and　industry－
development　subsidies，　that　would　total　roughly　l　80　mnlion　y㎝（or　US
＄L45　m通1ion）per　year　per　municipality，　town　or　village　where　a　llew
nuclear　power　plant　or　nuclar－related　facility　is　to　be　sited．
3．4．THE　ROLE　OF　INST互TUT夏ONAL　ARRANGEMENTS　IN
　　　smNG　THE　NUCLEAR　FAαmES
　　Although　consequences　of　the　proPosed‘‘symbiosis，，　on　the　nuclear－
rda図伽鑑ties，　locai　industries　and　local　poople　stM　rernain　to　be　seen，
it　i8　clear　that　the　concept　of‘‘symbiotic　nuclear　poweゼ’11as　envisioned
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ahuman℃dented　energy　altemative　toward　the　21st　century．　The
‘‘唐凾高b奄盾唐奄刀hs㏄ms　to　provide　usef皿instruments　and　necessary　incen－
tives　for　nuclear　siting，　because　it　involves　various　institutional　arra血ge－
ment；beca聾se　it　might　affect　d㏄ision－makhlg　of　natioal　and　1㏄al
govemmentS；and　b㏄ause　it　also㎝oourages　peoPle’s　participation㎞
desigllillg　their　own　fUture．
　　To　Pロt　it　into　allother　way，　the　symbiosis　s㏄ms　to　serve　fbr　new
co㎜面ty・b血ding　and㎜nomic　development，　because　it　bringS　a
s伽ble　amount　of　eco血omic　b㎝e血ts　to　nuclear　1㏄alities．　It　can　also
serve　fbr　creating　a　new　network　system　of　two－way　electronic　commu－
nications，　such　as　Intemet，　in　nuclear　10calities．　Because　the　public　has
b㏄ndemandi職g　the　openness　and　transpafency　of　infbrmation　paltic－
ularly　on　nuclear　safety，　such　a　network　system　may　serve　for　this
purpose．　In　addition，　such　a　two・way　communication　syst㎝may　also
offer　the　oppOrtUnities　for　public　education　and　leaming　on　a　complex－
ity　of　the　problems　on　energy，　environment　and　society，　cove血g　wide
areas　of　nuclear　10ealities　and　their　surrounding　communities．　In　fact，
everybody　can　download　important鍛uclear　infbmatio獄，　once　such　a
network　system　is　collstructed．
　　Probably　most　important　of　a11，　tlle　symbiotic　relations　betwee践the
nuclear－related　facilicies　and　the　surrounding　communities　might
change　the　politica1　climate　in　the　nuclear　communities　in　the豆ong　run．
It　must　be　remembered　that　the　siting　of　a　lluclear－related　fachhty　must
involve　very　long，　complex　processes　of　decision－making　and　negotia－
tion．　It　may　not　be　an　overstatement，　tllerefbre，　to　say　that　the
hlevitable　po殖tical　co且senquence　of　symbiosis　is　the　consent　and　the
initiative　of　the　local　populace，　f（）r　the　siting　of　a　nuclear　fac崖ty　is
possible　only　with　the　consent　of　a　great　mI麺oτity　of　people　living　in　the
nearby　communities．　Accepting　the　siting　is　a　crucial　political　decision，
by　lneans　of　w1雌ch　people　clloose　their　own　future．　Ifthey　are　to　opt　fbr
nuclear　siting　on　tlleir　own　initiative，　they　will　continute　to　get　a　very
solid　fi簸ancial　and　other　material　benefits　in　several　decades　to　come，
fbr　theh「community騨bu丑ding　and　㏄onolnic－industrial　development
programs．　These　bene且ts　wifi　be　extended　to　future　generatio龍s．
　　It　may　be　wortlly　to　recall　that　the　energy　policy　of　Japa11ese
govemmellt　has　been　consistent　since　the　world　energy　crisis　of　1973一
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74。WhHe　a　tight　nation－wide　energy　conservation　is　demanded，　a
sign皿cant　hlcrease　in　power　gelleration　capacity　is　also　being　sougllt　to
catch　up　with　a　steady　increase　ill　ellergy　consumption．1n　1998，　more
than　30％of　electric　power　is　generated　by　51　nuclear　power　plants。
According　to　a　Japanese　govemment　estimate，　the　production　capacity
of　lluclear　power　might　have　to　be　doubled　by　2010　if　a　steady
㏄0110mic　and　industrial　growth　were　to　continue　and　the　amount　of
CO2　sllould　be　reduce（1　in　compHance　witll　the　1997　COP　3　guidelines．
Hence，　the　notion　of‘‘symbiotic　nuclear　poweビ’is　no　longer　a　theory，
but　it　is　will　be　a　real　social　and　political　expedmentation．
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